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Abstract

The quantumfield bmucleon model for the case of the nucleon spot interac-
tion with the scalar and pseudoscalar meson fields is considered. It is shown
that the nonrelativistic problem of the two nucleon interaction reduces to the
one-particle problem. For the strong coupling limit the nonlinear equations
describing two nucleons in the meson field are developed. A possibility of the
model application to obtaining the deuteron and bineuteron characteristics is
discussed.

1 Introduction

The calculation of binucleon states has been the objective of many investigations,
references to which can be found in books and reviews concerned with the binucleon
problem [1,2]. This problem is of interest due to the fact that this is its solution that
gives direct information on nuclear forces.

In this paper we make an attempt to calculate a bound state of two nucleons in
a meson field using a consistent translation - invariant theory of strong interaction
between a particle and a quantum field. It is well known that in the limit of strong
particle - field interaction the field can be considered as classical in zero approximation
[3]. Therefore the interaction $(ri,r2) of two particles with the classical component
of the field should be written as

*(ri,ra) = F(n) + F(ra). (1)

On the other hand it follows from homogeneity and isotropy of the medium, where
the two particles locate, that they should interact as

*(ri,r2) = $ ( r 1 - r 2 ) . (2)

This difficulty is absent in the quantumfield theory of weak and intermediate
coupling which describes theparticle's interaction to the exchange between the field
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quanta. The use of the perturbation theory in the limit of weak or intermediate cou-
pling leads to a translation - invariant expression of the form of (2) for the interaction
between two particles.

The aim of this paper is to develop a translation - invariant quantumfield model
for the interaction between nucleons and pion field in the limit of strong coupling and
to study nonlinear differential equations for nucleons, arising in this limit.

2 Translation-invariant theory of strong coupling

According to current concepts the main contribution to the long - range nucleon -
nucleon interaction is made by 7r-mesons. In the nonrelativistic approximation the
pion - nucleon interaction is determined by the pseudoscalar coupling Hamiltonian:

(ffV)(7v) (3)

where fi is the pion mass, / is the interaction constant, a and r are spin and isospin
operators, respectively. Expanding the pion field tp into Fourier series

where ro is an arbitrary reference point, we can present (3) as

Wm. = £ ' W * ( r ~ n i ) > . (5)
fc

where

The total Hamiltonian for two nucleons in a meson field will be

H = Tip + Hint + Wv, (7)

where ^

H.v corresponds to two free nucleons with coordinates r\ and r2, m is the nucleon
mass,

£ > 7 ( ) 2 > ^ - r ° > , (9)

(10)
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where i = 1,2 corresponds to the first and the second nucleons, respectively;

is a Hamiltonian of a free meson field.
Turning in (7)-(ll) to the coordinates of the centre of masses of two nucleons r

and R by the formulas

r = r , - r 2 , R = (r, + ra)/2, (12)

and performing the scale transformation

qk -> £l/2qk, u>k - » e i / i , (13)

we can write Hamiltonian (7) as

H = -f-AR - - A r + E M f l ) W 2
4ra m ^

According to [4], we can present the radius - vector of the centre of masses of two
nucleons in the form:

R = ro + q, (15)

where r0 stands for the fluctuating part of the coordinates of the centre of masses
and q is the translation - invariant part. We replace qk by new complex coordinates
of the field Qk such that

qk = (Uk + eQk)e-^"\ (16)

The new coordinates must meet three additional conditions

EKA = 0, (17)
k

where vk — complex numbers, satisfying the relations vk = v*k, are chosen to obey the
orthogonality relation

/Y,K'kf'vlUk = 6ali, (18)
k

where ka,k^ are the components of the vector k.
Relations (15)-(18) present the canonical Bogolubov-Tyablikov transformation in

the limit of strong coupling [4]. Turning in (14) from the variables R,qk to new
variables ro,q,Qk, and taking account of (17) we write (14) as:

H = H0 + eHl+e2H2 + ---. (19)
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Taking into consideration that in such a transformation q appears in the transformed
Hamiltonian only in the form of canonically - conjugated momentum p= —id/dq:

which is the total momentum of the whole system (nucleons plus the meson field),
we present the wave function of the system as:

t = t™ei'Z>>Sl'Q*''*{r,r0,Qk), (21)

$ = $o + e*i + £2*2 + • • • • (22)

Accordingly the terms of expansion (19) do not contain q and have the form:

no = -^-ATD--AT+ (23)
4m m

+ £ AxkUkc
ikr>2 + £ A2kUke~ikr'2 +

k k

+\ £ * l 2 + 5 X>»i
*• k L k

k

-(Sk + iv'k

In (23), (24) we replace the vector of the total momentum P by the vector I = e2P,
it is appropriate to consider I as a zero-order quantity to obtain the momentum
dependence as early as in zero approximation.

Bearing in mind that the form < H\ > linear with respect to Qk, P'K turns to
zero:

j = 0, (25)

(24)

vkU*k -

u--,Qk,---,QN) (26)

and setting coefficients of Qk, P'k equal to zero, we obtain the following equations for
unknown Uk and S*:

Alk J IV-oWlV^A + A2k J \Mr)\2e-ikr/2<Pr + (27)

+"kirk - (sk + ivt(ik)) £ 1,(57 - ivi(n))(ki)v; = o,
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MSI - •'»*(/*)) = -iUk{kC), (28)
where the vector C is determined from the condition:

i 0. (29)

It follows from (23)-(29) that coordinates r0 and r divide, and the Schroedinger
equation in zero approximation changes into:

{ } (30)
where

n = Unc{r) = nifaaMnn) + n2(r,a2)(T2T2) + UU(T,<TU<T2){TUT2), (31)

where
E ^ 2 / ^ ^ 2 ' ) | V r ' , (32)

n12(r, tn, <T2) = - E " ¥ T ( * I * ) V»*)2 / e*<'-''>/a|^,(r')| W . (33)

In particular, (31)-(33) yield for the total isospin, equal to zero:
3 P r e-f\r-r'\/2

Hnc = ~^-2 j ^'Wm^rKoVr,)-—^, (34)

where a is the unit vector.
In [5] the Bogolubov - Tyablikov strong - coupling method was used for the case

of scalar interaction. According to [5] the potential of scalar interaction lie is written
as:

2o2 r
nnO(r) = -2£- d3r'\Mr')1 ' , 7I" ~ " I

where g is the constant of interaction with the scalar field. In what follows we shall
take into account both the contributions into the interaction, putting in (31)

n(r) = Ilnc(r) + Ilo(r). (36)

3 Differential equations for binucleon

The Schroedinger equation for binucleon with potential (35)-(37) can be presented in
the form of variational principle with the functional:

h2 t n2 r e-kcV-r'\/2

/ | V V | W h I J^-Mr)\2Mr')\2dVdV' - (37)
e-*nc|r-r'|/J
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where
12 - J (38)

kc = He, knc = H = /**, (39)

He is the scalar meson mass, /*„ is the pion mass. Variation of functional (38) with
respect to 4> leads to Schroedinger equation (30) with potential (35)-(37). For nu-
merical calculations it is convenient to express integrodifferential equation (30) as the
following system of differential equations:

• 2/2m(crVrIlnc)V1 - mW4> = 0,

(40)

or, replacing fine by line such that

we can rewrite (40) as:

+ ifhntlnci' - m\W\y- = 0,
= - 4 T T V ' 2 , (42)

t i n e = - 4 2 a

The system of differential equations for bipolaron (42) is the nonlinear three-
parameter eigen value problem. Numerical integration of (42) was perform in [5] in
the limit knc —> oo. In particular it was shown that the bounding energy determined
by (37) is close to deuteron bounding energy if 4irhC/g2 ~ 8.5. In this limiting
case only spherical - symmetry solution of (42) exists. This led to zero quadrupole
moment. Thus the solution of (42) for finite fcne is an actual problem. We showed
that for finite values of knc the critical values of knc and ks exist. The particle-
like solution of (42) exists only for parameters greater than the critical values. The
detailed investigation of (42) is the feather problem of our investigation.
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